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Introduction

We live in a world where three financial titans, Jeff Bezos, Richard 
Branson, and Elon Musk, are sinking enormous sums of money into a 
race to the stars. Bezos’s New Shepherd Rocket and Branson’s Virgin 
Galactic are planning suborbital trips; Musk’s SpaceX Starship aims to 
loop tourists around the moon. All three projects are presently in the 
red, but the hope is eventually to reach profitability through space tour-
ism and freight transport. But why would these three magnates, whose 
business experience is far removed from space, compete so fiercely on 
such a financially questionable venture? And why have eager customers 
put down deposits ranging from $250,000 to $75 million for rides that 
will last no more than a couple of hours or, in the SpaceX case, about a 
week? A Guardian commentator pointed out the obvious: “Forget 
gilded mansions and super yachts; among the tech elite, space explora-
tion is the ultimate status symbol” (Tynan 2016).

These adventures in status competition, however, have an environmen-
tal cost. Branson controversially insists that a Virgin Galactic customer 
will produce just 60 percent of the CO2 emissions “of a per passenger 
return commercial London/New York flight” (Hickman 2009). On the 
other hand, a back-of-the-envelope estimate from the University of 
Washington found that Musk’s Falcon 9 rocket produces some 640 met-
ric tons of CO2-equivalent per launch – as many as ten Tesla Model Ss 
over a 150,000-mile life – span (MacKenzie 2016); his massive Starship 
will produce dramatically more. Neither estimate, though, takes into 
account the black carbon these craft will inject into the upper atmosphere, 

1 For comments on previous versions of this chapter, thanks to Gary Feinman and Cindy 
Isenhour, neither of whom bears any responsibility for the final product.
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which at the planned rate of three launches/day is estimated to have 
100,000 times the climate change effect of their CO2 emissions (Ross 
et  al. 2010). Whatever the actual footprint, one commentator observed, 
“let’s not keep up the pretence that it isn’t one of the most extravagant 
and self-centred uses of a fossil fuel imaginable” (Hickman 2009).

The space race among these modern titans may not be the most prof-
ligate example of how status competition impacts planetary sustainabi- 
lity, but it is an eye-catching example of a form of “wasteful” 
 consumption that is as under researched as it is widespread. Because 
status is positional, status competition has an intrinsic inflationary 
potential; and when that competition gets hooked to the consumption 
of material resources, as in the Bezos–Branson–Musk case, the environ-
mental implications are as obvious as they are disturbing (Roscoe and 
Isenhour, this volume).

If we are to move toward a sustainable planet, it is critical that we 
gain a better grasp on why humans indulge in status competition, the 
circumstances under which their pursuit gets hitched to resource con-
sumption, and how we might leverage status consumption toward less 
environmentally damaging forms. In this chapter, I seek to advance 
these goals with a theory of status that emerged from an ethnographic 
survey of more than a hundred small-scale, relatively egalitarian com-
munities in contact-era New Guinea (Roscoe 2009, 2013).

Status rankings are ubiquitous in human societies, and there is 
robust evidence that in contact-era New Guinea they were the product 
of a mechanism that managed conflicts of interest and advanced the 
integration of social groups by substituting honest displays of fighting 
strength for physical violence. These displays of strength allowed indi-
viduals, subpolity groups (e.g., households, lineages, subclans, 
 menshouse groups within a polity), and polities (e.g., long-house com-
munities, villages) to establish which of them would win a fight to the 
death without anyone having to risk the physical costs of an actual 
fight to the death and the consequent social disruption of the groups of 
which they were part. Displays took the form of performance on the 
battlefield and conspicuous ceremonial presentations, and their out-
come was a dominance hierarchy. Those who consistently displayed 
superior fighting strength gained high status and were able to have their 
way when interests collided; those who exhibited inferior strength lost 
status and were obliged to yield. In essence, the system substituted nor-
mative behavioral patterns of dominance and deferral for the far 
greater physical and social costs of actual fighting.
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Because of the critical role it played in constituting New Guinea 
sociality, I have elsewhere referred to this mechanism as “social signal-
ing.” Here, because consumption studies commonly use “social signal-
ing” to mean an expression of care or the communication of identity, 
belonging, and/or class status, I distinguish it for clarity as conflict man-
agement through social signaling, or CMSS.

A striking feature of a CMSS system is its potential to explain the 
complex semantic freight of the term status. In the English language, 
status conventionally denotes dominance, prestige, or both (see Roscoe 
and Isenhour, this volume). The conflation is perplexing because it 
implies that someone who dominates – i.e., is able to get their way 
through intimidation – can at the same time be prestigious, i.e., 
esteemed for qualities or behaviors regarded as prosocial. Yet, in New 
Guinea, CMSS produced precisely that: the mechanism that produced a 
dominance hierarchy also incidentally produced an isomorphic hier-
archy of prestige. This isomorphism was generated because the contri-
butions that individuals and subpolity groups made to collective 
displays of fighting strength were critical to a collectivity’s standing vis-
à-vis other, structurally equivalent groups in the dominance hierarchy. 
Those individuals and groups that contributed most to a collectivity’s 
displays not only emerged as dominant but also gained approbation – 
prestige – within the collectivity.

But do CMSS systems play a role in politically more centralized poli-
ties than those of contact-era New Guinea, systems in which power is 
consolidated in the grasp of a few rather than diffused among the 
many? And if they do, how does political centralization and cognate 
organizational developments affect its operation? To initiate an investi-
gation of these questions, this chapter considers two case studies: Late 
Medieval England under Edward the First and contemporary Britain.

The chapter finds prima facie evidence that a CMSS system operated 
in both eras but in significantly different ways than in New Guinea. In 
the politically stratified polity of Late Medieval England, the principal 
difference was a marked refraction of display. In contrast to New 
Guinea, where every adult participated in CMSS displays of fighting 
strength, the elites of medieval England monopolized these displays, 
contesting in tightly circumscribed arenas to establish dominance over 
their peers and, in more public spaces, to “naturalize” their dominance 
of those they ruled. As in New Guinea, the system produced isomorphic 
hierarchies of both dominance and prestige, a congruence that served to 
glorify dominance by bathing it in an aura of approbation – pointing 
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perhaps to the source of the term status’s complex fusion of dominance 
and prestige in the English language.

Seven centuries later, CMSS still appears to influences quotidian 
British life, but the development of centralized systems of conflict man-
agement and the rise of a market economy have reduced the mechanism’s 
reach and birthed a new avenue to status. In New Guinea and medieval 
England, displays of fighting strength established a dominance hierarchy 
while only incidentally generating a prestige hierarchy. In contemporary 
Britain, the rise of a market economy now allows some agents to invert 
the causal chain, first by gaining prestige through prosocial behaviors 
and then displaying its monetary fruits to demonstrate their dominance.

The chapter concludes by considering what light the CMSS thesis 
sheds on the relationship between status competition, material con-
sumption, and our current environmental predicament. Although 
material consumption appears to be a common avenue to status acqui-
sition in human societies (see Hayden, this volume), the argument sug-
gests that it is not an indispensable one. Any status pursuit that 
faithfully signals fighting strength could, in theory, be swapped out in 
favor of other more environmentally sustainable status pursuits with-
out affecting CMSS’s pivotal role in human affairs. In practice, how-
ever, a more promising strategy may be to combine a shaming strategy 
(Wilk, this volume) with a sustainable status tax targeted at shifting 
status consumption away from less sustainable forms of material con-
sumption toward more environmentally friendly ones.

Social Signaling, Conflict Management, and Status 
in Contact-Era New Guinea

Intragroup competition and conflicts of interest pose major challenges 
to the stability of human groups, and the problem was particularly 
severe in the egalitarian and transegalitarian communities of contact-
era New Guinea. At 785,753 square kilometers, New Guinea is larger 
than Germany, Austria, Switzerland, and Italy combined. At contact, it 
had a population of about two million people who spoke some 950 
languages and were divided into tens of thousands of small-scale com-
munities, which differed markedly in size, subsistence, and political 
organization (Roscoe 2000, 2002, 2017). In these essentially acepha- 
lous groups, conflict management was an acute and chronic concern. 
Discussion, kin-group pressure, gossip, ostracism, exclusion, and in 
extremis assassination were not without effect in controlling tensions. 
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But in the absence of third-party systems of mediation, detection, and 
enforcement backed by a centralized power, there was an ongoing dan-
ger that internal conflicts could spiral into physical or lethal violence 
costly on all sides and inimical to ongoing sociality.

Robust cross-cultural evidence indicates that, at contact, New 
Guinea’s polities managed this problem with a strategy similar to the 
nonserious (“ritualized”) fighting displays that characterize numerous 
animal species (Roscoe 2009, 2013). In these species, conflicts over 
mates, resources, sanctuaries, and other rewards are managed not by 
dangerous, life-threatening fighting but by honest signals of fighting 
strength such as threat displays (e.g., charging, roaring, teeth-baring) and 
trials of strength (e.g., head butting, tail biting, or pushing contests). By 
this means, individuals and groups of similar fighting strength are able to 
assess to their mutual advantage which of them would win a fight to the 
death without any having to incur the potentially catastrophic risks of 
an actual fight to the death. Losers are obliged to surrender whatever 
was at stake in the contest, but they at least get to live and contest again 
(e.g., Clutton-Brock et al. 1979; Enquist and Leimar 1990).

Its evolutionary benefits notwithstanding, it seems as first blush that 
humans have failed to capitalize on the advantages of nonserious, ritu-
alized fighting because, along with a small handful of other animal spe-
cies, we manifestly resort to lethal fighting. Appearances, however, are 
deceptive. Although humans do engage in lethal violence, they also 
practice peace. Most communities go for long periods at peace with 
their neighbors, and even when they are at war with an enemy they are 
usually at peace with others (whom they may count as “allies”). 
Communities themselves, moreover, constitute particularly robust and 
enduring realms of peace (Roscoe 2013), a fact all the more surprising 
given that even small-scale human polities are structurally complex and 
riven with conflicted interests. In the New Guinea lowlands, for 
instance, a typical village polity comprised several clans, each of which 
contained several subclans, which in turn were composed of several 
households made up of related or allied individuals (Roscoe 2009:77–
88). Each of the individuals in these groups, and each of these subpolity 
groups had its own particular interests in mates, resources, and multiple 
other desiderata, and these interests were chronically at odds with those 
of other individuals and subpolity groups in a polity.

Humans may practice war, in sum, but they are also almost always 
at peace, which raises the question of how they achieve this amity in 
the face of enduring conflicts of interest? In New Guinea, they appear 
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to have met the challenge with much the same strategy as nonhuman 
species: honest displays of fighting strength that allowed individuals 
and subpolity groups within a polity, and polities within a neighbor-
hood, to gauge which of them would win a fight to the death when 
conflict arose without any individual, subpolity group, or polity having 
to risk an actual fight to the death.

In New Guinea as elsewhere, however, these displays of fighting 
strength were considerably more structurally complex and elaborate 
than those of nonhuman species. They were more complex because, in 
contrast to other species, in which contests take place only between 
individuals or (in group-living species) between troupes, prides, and so 
on, contests in New Guinea could simultaneously implicate individuals, 
multiple layers of subpolity groupings, and/or polities. They were sub-
stantively more elaborate because humanity’s superior capacity for 
innovation, defection, and deception complicated the assessment of 
fighting strength. Human fighting strength is a complex product of 
weaponry (which innovation can transform over time), the numbers a 
collectivity can muster to the field (which are vulnerable to defection 
and the fortunes of alliance), and the individual fighting ability of the 
members making up those numbers, their level of commitment to com-
bat, and their ability to cohere and act as a unit (Roscoe 2009:90–94).

In New Guinea, the most reliable instrument for assessing individual 
and collective fighting strength was actual performance in the field. 
Individuals and groups who proved themselves militarily in defending 
their community and devastating its enemies abroad, authentically sig-
naled their fighting strength to those with whom they were at peace. 
Polities are not always at war, however, and war for its own sake is an 
exceptionally costly means of demonstrating fighting strength. 
Throughout New Guinea, therefore, individuals and their groups 
appear also to have signaled fighting strength through one or more of 
three ceremonial proxies. The first, conspicuous material distribution, 
was all but universal and comprised feasts, pig-exchanges, tall towers 
or massive piles of foodstuffs, or prestations of shells, ornate arrows, or 
other valuables. The second proxy, conspicuous performance, was 
equally widespread (and particularly prominent in the highlands) and 
entailed communal extravaganzas of singing, dancing, and music. The 
final proxy type, conspicuous construction, was largely a lowland phe-
nomenon and involved the construction of large cult (or men’s) houses, 
many of which assumed massive proportions and were decorated with 
a profusion of visual and plastic art (Roscoe 2009:94–99; 2017).
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It is intuitively obvious how military performance in the field can 
function as an honest signal of individual and collective fighting 
strength; it may be less obvious how ceremonial activity, which anthro-
pology commonly analyzes as ritual, can function similarly. As highly 
conspicuous action, however, ceremonial behavior can constitute a pol-
itical as well as a ritual act, and in the New Guinea case ceremonial dis-
plays appear to have signaled fighting strength at both collective and 
individual levels. At a collective level, the number, size, and quality of 
the “prestige” goods that a subpolity group or polity mobilized in con-
spicuous material distributions; the scale, intricacy, synchronization, 
duration, and frequency of its conspicuous performances; and the sheer 
size, rococo artistry, and number of its conspicuous constructions all 
constituted honest signals of the number of kin and allies it could 
mobilize in its interests, the individual capacities and commitment of 
these people to the group’s interests, and their ability to submerge their 
identities in that of the group and act as a collectivity to advance these 
interests. At the individual level, participants signaled their fighting 
strength by the scale and quality of their contributions to, or perfor- 
mances in, these collective displays. To use an Anglo-American collo-
quialism, these displays broadcast the message, “Don’t mess with us!”

The pay-off to these signals was defense of individual and collective 
interests. Individuals and groups who demonstrated the greatest fight-
ing strength, who exceled on the battlefield and the ceremonial piazza, 
could expect to prevail when conflicts of interest arose; those who per-
formed poorly were obliged to yield. The system benefited everyone 
because each could avoid the morbid, mortal, and social costs of an 
actual fight to the death. Even those obliged to defer profited because 
they could side-step a physical fight that, as their feeble displays of 
fighting strength proved, they were bound to lose.

The “pacification” of New Guinea makes it all but impossible now to 
test the CMSS thesis in the field, but the ethnographic record provides 
strong, indirect support for the thesis (see Roscoe 2009, 2012, for the 
detailed evidence). There is first the extraordinary emphasis that New 
Guineans placed on maintaining individual and collective fighting 
strength (Roscoe 2009:90–94). Second, many explicitly stated that their 
ceremonial displays were manifestations of strength: speeches, for 
instance, extolled the quality and quantity of goods on display as evi-
dence of the sponsors’ “strength” or “vitality” (Roscoe 2009:94–99). 
Perhaps the best evidence, though, is that many people explicitly spoke of 
their displays as nonviolent – symbolic – forms of fighting. Conspicuous 
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material display was equated to “fighting” or “battle”; gifts of food, shell 
wealth, and pigs were hails of “spears” or “arrows”; and recipients were 
symbolic “enemies.” Conspicuous performances were said to “kill” the 
audience or to be “part of the power fight”; and cult houses were likened 
to “some bird-of-prey brooding over a clutch of fledglings – an image 
protective and yet menacing” (Roscoe 2009:99–101).

What does all this have to do with status? On the surface, it might 
seem, nothing; in reality, however, CMSS was the central engine of New 
Guinea status production. As discussed at length in the introduction to 
this volume (Roscoe and Isenhour, this volume), status can refer in both 
academic and public discourse to dominance, prestige, or both. As we 
have just seen, CMSS systems generated an ordering of individuals and 
collectivities by their relative fighting strength, their capacity to domin-
ate others. In other words, it bred one-half of what the English-
speaking world takes as status.

At the same time, however, New Guinea CMSS systems incidentally 
produced congruent hierarchies of prestige, understood as the esteem 
people confer on individuals or groups for prosocial qualities or perfor-
mances that benefit them. Counterintuitively, those who emerged as 
dominant within a group simultaneously accrued prestige among its 
members. This was because the displays of fighting strength that estab-
lished their dominance in the group simultaneously profited the group 
in its struggle to dominate other, structurally similar groups. So, for 
instance, an individual subclan member who made superior contrib- 
utions to the subclan’s displays of strength gained not only dominance 
within the subclan but also prestige from its members because these 
contributions increased the group’s chances of dominating other sub-
clans within the clan. Likewise, a subclan that exceled in underwriting 
the displays of its clan gained prestige as well as dominance within the 
clan because its contributions advanced the clan’s ability to dominate 
other clans in the village. And so on. The paradoxical product of 
CMSS, in other words, was a hierarchy in which individuals and sub-
polity groups that made superior contributions to the displays of larger, 
structurally higher groups not only became dominant within these 
groups but also gained esteem from their members. CMSS systems, in 
sum, produced both isomorphic hierarchies of dominance and prestige –  
in other words, status hierarchies.

Thus, when we turn to the ethnography of status in New Guinea, 
we find that ethnographers used a variety of terms in addition to “sta-
tus” to describe prominent individuals and groups, but their 
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terminology can plausibly be categorized as denoting dominance (and 
synonyms such as “power,” “influence,” “political standing”), prestige 
(or synonyms such as “esteem,” “reputation”), and/or high status in 
general (e.g., “prominence,” “importance,” “standing,” “leadership”). 
More important yet, the talents and behaviors that conferred these 
honorifics were precisely those that contributed to displays of collective 
fighting strength. Polity and subpolity groups were reported to gain 
status in proportion to the magnificence of their collective displays of 
military and ceremonial strength. “Intergroup relations and prestige 
revolve[d] about displays of strength and wealth in fighting and feasts,” 
Brown (1972:47) observed of the Central Chimbu. Reay (1959:96) 
could have been talking of almost any New Guinea group when she 
observed of the South Wahgi that “a prosperous clan enhances its repu-
tation by presenting food to others” (see also Bateson 1958:139–140; 
Brown 1972:39,43; Kaberry 1941:91,334; 1942:334; Meggitt 
1965:86,232; Schroeder 1992:91,111,171; Reay 1959:141; Roscoe 
2009:94–99; 2017; Strathern 1971:129,220; Vicedom and Tischner, 
n.d.:45).

At the same time, individuals gained status for their contributions to 
these displays. Almost everywhere, males achieved high status through 
performance in war; in many communities, in fact, military accomplish-
ment was the transcendent source of male repute. They also gained sta-
tus, though, for the amount and quality of food and other prestige 
goods they contributed to collective material distributions; in Big-man 
societies, in fact, this was as important as their military achievements 
(Roscoe et al. 2019). Gifted and energetic singers, dancers, musicians, 
and choreographers were esteemed for their contributions to conspicu-
ous performances. Brilliant painters and carvers were valued for the 
artistry they brought to conspicuous constructions, as were those who 
labored to supply its timber. Those whose oratory, persuasiveness, dip-
lomatic abilities, and judicial and political talents and temperament 
were critical to organizing and orchestrating ceremonial displays were 
valued as much as anybody. For their part, women gained status for the 
number of children they bore and/or their capacity for hard work, qual-
ities that contributed people to the fighting strength of their group and 
food and pigs to the success of its ceremonial displays. Members of 
both sexes might also gain status for their ritual expertise, which were 
believed to ensure or restore the health, well-being, and productivity of 
group members that was vital to collective fighting strength (Roscoe 
2000, 2009, 2012, 2017; Roscoe et al. 2019).
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Political Centralization and the Stratification of CMSS in Late  
Medieval England

When Edward I ascended the throne of England in 1272, he took com-
mand of a state far different from any New Guinea polity. Whereas 
New Guinea political agency was more or less equally distributed 
among individuals of the same age-sex category, power in medieval 
England primarily lay in the hands of an elite coterie. In broad outline 
(there were multiple regional deviations), the majority of the popula-
tion comprised a lowly level of disenfranchised serfs and their house-
holds. Above them was a knight who oversaw the manor on which they 
worked and to whom they paid obeisance. A variable number of 
knights in turn was under the lordship of a stratum of earls and other 
magnates, whose fiefs (or shires) comprised the manors of these 
knights. And at the top, in command of everyone and everything – 
serfs, knights, barons, and their lands – was the king. Elites at each level 
levied tribute, taxes, and/or corvée labor from those below while con-
tributing part of that levy to an elite above, the flow beginning at the 
serf’s household and ending in the king’s court.

At first glance, Edward’s England might seem to have had no need of 
social signaling to manage conflict. It boasted an intricate hierarchy of 
legal courts that one might assume took care of conflicts in its stead: the 
central courts at Westminster, provincial assizes, seigneurial courts, hun-
dred courts (based in the delegation of royal power), along with various 
ecclesiastical courts. Appearances, though, were deceptive. These 
benches had far more to do with enforcing elite dominance and its 
interests – sanctioning the feudal services owed to lords and religious 
officers and maintaining the peace, health, and functioning of their 
manors – than they had with managing other conflicts of interest 
(Mulholland 2003; Pollock and Maitland 1898:527–688; Powell 1983). 
The reach of the medieval court was restricted, and its control extended 
down the political hierarchy rather than horizontally across it.

There is considerable – albeit piecemeal – evidence that CMSS did, in 
fact, play a major role in managing the conflict that medieval courts 
were either uninterested in or politically incapable of addressing. The 
data are richest in respect of the powerful and fade as the historical 
record moves down the hierarchy of power: we know much more 
about its operation among the mightiest of lords than among lesser 
magnates, and whether and how it worked among serfs at the bottom 
of the hierarchy is very opaque.
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It is clear, nonetheless, that conspicuous displays were abundant, at 
least throughout the higher levels of the realm, and that they were strik-
ingly similar in form to those staged in New Guinea. As in New 
Guinea, we encounter conspicuous performance on the battlefield, con-
spicuous material distributions (e.g., feasts, precious gifts), conspicuous 
performances (e.g., entertainments, large synchronized processions), 
and conspicuous constructions (e.g., ornate castles and hunting lodges). 
Among males in the upper ranks, much was made of conspicuous 
prowess on the battlefield. Edward’s military daring and ability in com-
bat, the most authentic venue for demonstrating fighting strength, was 
pivotal to his reputation as “a terrible king” (Morris 2009:372) – a 
commendation, we should note, that refers to his might, not his admin-
istrative competence. At the end of an unusually bloody reign in which 
his armies variously faced off against the princes of Wales, the kings of 
Scotland and France, a variety of rebel magnates, and the occasional 
Holy Land potentate, he was credited as the “most victorious … the 
conqueror of lands and the flower of chivalry” (Luard 1890:137–138). 
A king “most strong” (Rothwell 1957:379), “he had no equal as a 
knight in armour” (Langtoft 1868:381). A warrior greater even than 
King Arthur and Richard the Lionheart, his obituarists insisted (Morris 
2009:364). Propaganda and sycophancy to be sure, but testament none-
theless to the criterion of strength by which public opinion judged the 
elite. Nor were accolades for military performance limited to the king. 
The same theme permeated the aristocracy, down to the lowly knight 
for whom “expertise in the profession of arms and eager participation 
in military service translated at home into social prestige, wealth, and 
political power” (Sposato and Claussen 2019:101).

As in New Guinea, moreover, medieval nobles mounted spectacular 
material distributions. When Edward made a state visit to Amien in 
1279, the French and English courts “came together in feasts and ban-
quets, tournaments and jousts, as well as high religious ceremonies in 
the city’s cathedral” (Morris 2009:172). These were spectacles beyond 
lavish. When Edward again ventured across the Channel in 1286, for 
instance, his retinue numbered well into four figures along with at least 
1,000 horses. So large was the complement and baggage that it took 
several days to ship everything across; eight vessels were needed for the 
kitchen equipment alone (Morris 2009:204). Back home, his magnates 
could little hope to match such liberality, but they still managed 
extravagant levels of luxury consumption and other material distribu-
tion (Staffin 2016:38–39).
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Conspicuous performances of music, song, and dance were also 
common. As Edward, his magnates, and their retinues lavished fine 
food and drink on their guests, the company joined in courtly 
dances, and there were recitals by the most talented minstrels, 
 troubadours, dancers, and jesters in the land. Over the course of 
1286–1287, Edward’s court paid out everything from 7d to a female 
acrobat to £53 in 1286 for 125 minstrels for Christmas Day enter-
tainment (Woolgar 1999:28).

Then there were the conspicuous constructions of the medieval Age. 
In contrast to New Guinea, where the dwellings of dominant individ-
uals were hardly distinguishable from those of anyone else, the upper 
ranks of the elite hosted their conspicuous distributions and perform-
ances in edifices as massive as they were lavish: hulking castles set on 
prominences, grand palaces set amid opulent and manicured grounds, 
the more of them scattered around a domain the better and all ideally 
under constant renovation to keep up with the latest fashion. On his 
accession, Edward inherited scores of castles and royal houses, and dur-
ing his reign he founded, appropriated, or renovated many more. His 
preference was his castles over his palaces, citadels that by their 
expense embodied military might even as they protected against it. 
Within weeks of his coronation, he had ordered a massive expansion to 
his seat at the Tower of London, adding new gatehouses and multiple 
concentric walls to create a defense in depth (Morris 2009:127). 
Following his conquest of Wales, he built eight new behemoths, includ-
ing the strongholds at Beaumaris, Caernarvon, Conway, and Harlech, 
and for a time he even had custody of the royal castles of Scotland 
(Morris 2009:252; 2012:94–141).

Few of Edward’s aristocratic subjects, of course, had any more hope 
of rivaling his conspicuous constructions than they had his conspicuous 
distributions and performances, but they acquitted themselves well 
nonetheless. The widowed Countess, Joan de Valence, owned four 
impressive castles and a number of stately homes; and before he died, 
her husband had Goodrich, the finest, entirely rebuilt except for the 
keep (Woolgar 1999:50–51). Even the lowlier nobles of Edward’s realm 
usually dwelled in a manor house that was larger, more elegant, and 
more robust than those of the peasantry.

Notwithstanding the similarities, however, there was a major 
 difference between New Guinea and Late Medieval English CMSS sys-
tems, one driven by their levels of political centralization. Whereas in 
contact-era New Guinea, political agency was distributed relatively 
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equally, at least among members of the same age-sex category, medieval 
England’s centralization of power shifted agency sharply upwards into 
the hands of  the hierarchically organized levels of the aristocracy, those 
who enjoyed privileged access to the labor and production of those 
below them. This shift introduced a bifurcation into the messaging of, 
and audience for, displays of fighting strength: a set of private displays 
through which elites at the same level in the political hierarchy jock-
eyed for dominance among themselves, and a set of public displays 
through which they sought to reproduce their dominance of underlings.

In New Guinea, where leadership was achieved rather than ascribed, 
everyone in a polity or subpolity group contributed to displays of fight-
ing strength as a means to establish and/or reproduce their place in age-
sex inflected dominance hierarchies. What we observe in medieval 
England, however, is that power differentials restricted most display to 
the elite and refracted their jockeying into a spectrum of contests up 
and down the political hierarchy. Knights contested through their mili-
tary deeds and liberality to establish dominance over other knights in 
their social universe; earls and barons mounted conspicuous displays 
vis-à-vis peers of similar power; and the monarch displayed against 
monarchs in other countries. (Below them all, we might suppose, lowly 
serfs may have competed for a mite of dominance among themselves, 
wrestling on the village green perhaps or sporting new clothing to 
church, but if they did precious little evidence of such activities has 
survived.)

Examples of this stratification of display were described above. 
Where New Guinean displays were open to all, these displays were as 
closeted and exclusive as they were lavish, commonly taking place in 
the privacy of a grand home or hunting preserve, away from the com-
mon gaze. In contrast to New Guinea, where everyone in a CMSS sys-
tem participated in display and everyone enjoyed the returns when their 
displays were reciprocated, the elites did the displaying and enjoying in 
medieval England, acting in the name of those they ruled – their 
“House.” The latter, those who contributed most to these occasions, 
were represented instead through the alienated products of their labor 
and material production. When the fruits of these labors were recipro-
cated, moreover, the elite enjoyed the lion’s share; those they ruled were 
lucky to consume the occasional crumbs.

Medieval peer-elite displays, in essence, were occasions for the elect 
to display their “wealth in people” – so long as we interpret that expres-
sion in a military idiom, as the ability to muster and subvent military 
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force. This was an era, in fact, when ideology represented elites as the 
embodiment of those they controlled, as acting in their name – indeed, 
as their incarnation. Accordingly, peer displays redounded to the glory 
of the elite, not those they controlled. When Edward returned from the 
battlefield, it was he who was credited with victories and regarded as a 
great warrior and conqueror of lands. The numerous soldiers at his 
back, not to mention the numberless serfs who had subsidized both him 
and his forces, went entirely unmentioned. Likewise, conspicuous mate-
rial distributions and performances “added to the honour, status, profit 
and wellbeing of the lord” (Woolgar 1999:29, emphasis added); So, too, 
conspicuous constructions: the king’s castle, the lord and lady’s palace 
were the King’s castle, the Lord and Lady’s palace, not that of the 
underclass whose massive congealed labor they embodied.

If the historical record attests to a stratification of displays according 
to position in the elite, it bears scant witness to the converse, instances in 
which elite members competed to establish dominance over those elites 
at levels above or below them in the hierarchy. It is hardly likely that the 
Lady Valence would have sought through display to overween Edward’s 
Queen, Eleanor, any more than she would have deigned to contest for 
dominance with a knight on her estate. The reason is obvious: in the for-
mer case, she might have lost her head and, in both cases, there was little 
point. Domination by those above and dominance over those below was 
already institutionalized in the political centralization of the state. The 
structuring of capital flows, moreover, all but ensured that, should 
nobles from different levels of the hierarchy contest one another’s fight-
ing strength, those above would prevail and those below fail.

Rather than contesting for dominance with nobles outside their 
rank, elites at different hierarchical levels were better served by repro-
ducing their dominance of those they controlled. Accordingly, we 
observe a second, public form of display in medieval England that saw 
elites staging very public displays of their superior ability to access and 
subvent fighting strength as graphic reminders to their underlings that, 
should they even think of rebellion, they should not expect to prevail. 
When Edward left London on one of his frequent trips to the provinces, 
for instance, he did so in spectacular convoy. The train was attended by 
50 armed and splendidly attired knights, all mounted on the finest 
horses; 100 to 150 esquires and sergeants in livery; as many as 400 to 
450 others in the robes of the royal household; and a throng of mer-
chants, players, beggars, prostitutes, and other hangers-on following 
behind (Prestwich 1997:134–169). “As it made its ceaseless way around 
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the country,” Morris (2009:144) observed, it “resembled nothing so 
much as a small army on the move” (emphasis added). Some of this 
“army,” of course, was for personal protection or to provide adminis-
trative services, but the rest were clearly for show. Lesser nobles could 
hardly match the king’s splendor, but their caravans could be respecta-
bly profligate nonetheless. Joan de Valence’s household was but a quar-
ter the size of Edward’s, yet she traveled between her castles at the head 
of 50 horses, 120–200 followers, and a long procession of carts and 
wagons (Woolgar 1999:12).

Installations, elite investitures, marriages, funerals, and the like 
offered further opportunities for elites to flaunt their access to fighting 
capacity in front of the masses. Life-cycle rites that, among commoners 
were small-scale, local events were, among the elite, staged in major 
towns or capitals of the land and could be elaborated into massive pub-
lic spectacles. They might be preceded or followed by public proces-
sions or pageants of military personnel, ceremonial guards, retainers, 
and so on. Finely attired and marching in lock step, these parades 
would take over a market square or wind their way through city streets 
to the sound of drums, lots of banging and crashing, and other impres-
sive noises (e.g., Morris 2009:111–113). Liberality was the order of the 
day (see also O’Connor, this volume). Thousands of guests were fed at 
Edward’s coronation feast, and a number of the feasting nobles report-
edly released hundreds of horses – the number is perhaps exaggerated – 
with the assurance that whoever caught one might keep it (Brie 
1909:179–180). On other occasions, elites mounted tournaments – 
symbolic battles – for their own and the public’s entertainment, again 
embellished with procession and pageantry.

Elite guests were not excluded from these displays. Often, they were 
ensconced above the crowd in boxes, at windows, or, at tournaments, 
in privileged seating above the stands of the hoi polloi (Lindenbaum 
1990:5–7). But, in contrast to the secluded nature of elite peer-to-peer 
displays, these were public ceremonials, occasions plausibly aimed at 
reproducing elite dominance of the citizenry at large by signaling a 
superior capacity to muster fighting strength. The same was likely true, 
too, of a large number of the elite’s conspicuous constructions. Apart 
from their castles, set on promontories at the center of their cities, the 
nobility also sponsored what might be interpreted as more robust 
forms of the New Guinea cult house: cathedrals, churches, monasteries, 
and nunneries, some of which took centuries to complete and many of 
which, like the cult house, soared high above their surroundings. 
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Edward I’s father, Henry III, spent unprecedented sums rebuilding 
Westminster Abbey so that both his own tomb and that of his hero, 
Edward the Confessor, could lie together under the highest spire in 
Europe (Lewis 1995). Edward himself was more interested in castles 
than cathedrals, but he subsidized a range of religious projects, from a 
chapel in honor of Saint Louis to the abbey at Vale Royal, originally 
planned to be the biggest and grandest Cistercian church in Christian 
Europe (Woolgar 1999:113).

There is no obvious reason why medieval elites would be so willing 
to bear the often massive costs of display if it were not to establish or 
reproduce their dominance. But concrete evidence that these expend-
itures were intended as signals of fighting strength is poor. In New 
Guinea, partial evidence was to be found in a widespread cultural 
emphasis on “strength,” and the literature of medieval England was 
strewn with encomiums to the “strength” and “might” of nobles and 
realms, past and present (God frequently being credited with supplying 
this fortitude in response to prayer). But these accolades mostly 
applauded the military performance of the high born – not their con-
spicuous distributions, performances, and constructions – so they are 
hardly contrary to expectation. Likewise, historians readily identify 
medieval feasting and the lavishness of a lord’s household as sources of 
“status” (e.g., Prestwich 1997:154; Staffin 2016:passim), implying that 
display generated dominance, prestige, or both. But, in contrast to New 
Guinea, I am aware of no testimony that medieval people themselves 
explicitly spoke of conspicuous displays as evidence of “strength” or as 
symbolic forms of “fighting.”

Some evidence that conspicuous distribution, performance, and con-
struction operated as signals of fighting strength, however, can be found 
in how elites used a further form of display, one that New Guineans did 
not deploy: the pursuits of conspicuous leisure. As Veblen observed in 
his analysis of the leisure class, when elites were not attending to the 
governmental business they dominated, they spent long hours at “war, 
hunting, sports, and devout observances” (Veblen 2007:8). To Veblen, 
the social value of these pursuits was their nonproductive character; 
they signaled that a person had no need to work for a living. From a 
social signaling perspective, however, their greater significance is that 
they were “ostensibly predatory employments” (Veblen 2007:56); even 
sports “shade off from the basis of hostile combat” (Veblen 2007:167). 
Of all the pursuits that elites could in theory pursue at leisure, in other 
words, they chose ones capable of demonstrating their fighting strength.
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No surprise to learn, then, that when Edward and his nobles were not 
attending to the affairs of the realm or off fighting enemies abroad, they 
spent their leisure in the ersatz wars of tournament and the hunt 
(Marvin 2006; Sposato and Claussen 2019). In those days, tournaments 
entailed a mayhem that was sometimes difficult to distinguish from war. 
In 1240, scores of knights were killed in an event in Neuss, and in 1274 
several succumbed in another at Châlons-Sur-Marne (in which Edward 
was seized against the rules) (Guttman 2004:52). Edward was an eager 
participant in these events, at least until the pope remonstrated with him 
following his injury at a French tournament in 1273 (Morris 2009:364). 
“[I]n tournaments most mighty, in war most pugnacious,” it was said of 
Edward on his death (Anon. 1307, quoted in Morris 2009:364).

Edward’s other favorite leisure pursuits were chess, itself a game of 
military strategy, and alone or in company with his magnates, the hunt 
(Prestwich 1997:115). “Hunting was both a sport and a training for 
war, and as early as the age of eight Edward had permission to hunt 
and disport himself in Windsor Forest” (Prestwich 1997:6–7; see also 
Bulmer 1968 on New Guinea; Marvin 2006:83). By the later years of 
his reign, he had hunting lodges scattered across the face of England 
(Prestwich 1997:164) and fifty-three employees in his “hunting estab-
lishment” (161).

Dominance, Prestige, and the Semantic Origins of “Status”?

There was one further similarity between the operation of CMSS in 
New Guinea and medieval England, and it perhaps casts light on the 
puzzling semantic freight of the term status. In New Guinea, we 
observed above, CMSS accounted for what, on the surface, seems coun-
terintuitive: dominant individuals and groups, those capable of intimi-
dating others, can nonetheless accrue the approbation – prestige – of 
these others. The explanation was that domination furnished others 
with benefits, which attracted prestige.

It is plausible that the CMSS produced a similar outcome in medi-
eval England, albeit a politically refracted one. At each structural level 
in the hierarchy, the ability of a subpolity or polity group to prevail 
when conflicts of interest arose depended on how well the aristocrat at 
its apex performed in display. When Edward displayed before the 
French court or one of his magnates against a structural rival, they 
were competing for dominance. In so doing, however, they acted not 
only in their own interests and for their own benefit but also in the 
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name and interests of those they controlled. If they succeeded in domin-
ating a rival, the subpolity or polity group they controlled ipso facto 
dominated the rival’s group. To be sure, lower ranks could hardly 
expect much profit from their leader’s successes. But they were better 
off than under a leader who consistently fell short in display and was 
obliged to defer to other, stronger peers, leaving them, their livelihoods, 
and other collective interests exposed to peril. As in New Guinea, medi-
eval elites who succeeded in display achieved dominance over others 
for both themselves and their group and, on that account, accrued the 
latter’s approbation.

The antiquity of the English term status is poorly known, but if a 
CMSS mechanism was indeed operating in medieval England, then the 
fusion becomes entirely appropriate. High-status rulers were those who, 
through displays vis-à-vis their peers, not only established their own 
dominance but also that of their domain vis-à-vis other domains, and 
on this account they simultaneously accrued the prestige of those they 
ruled.

Retreat and Revision: The CMSS System in Modern England

England today is a far more complex polity than it was seven centuries 
ago under Edward I. For one thing, it is now submerged in the United 
Kingdom, Edward’s fleeting unification of England, Wales, and 
Scotland having eventually stabilized after years of rebellion, revolu-
tion, and dissolution and having expanded to include a sizable chunk 
of Ireland besides. The country’s technological power, economy, politi-
cal-juridical structure and organization, and sociality have also 
changed dramatically, and it would be surprising if the CMSS system 
of Edward’s day were unaffected by these developments. Two shifts in 
particular seem to have left their mark. The first, the expansion of cen-
tralized state institutions, with their claim to a monopoly on physical 
violence and their subvention of politico-juridical institutions of con-
flict management, appears to have driven CMSS into partial retreat. 
The second, a dramatic expansion and elaboration of the division of 
labor, has partially revised how CMSS generates dominance, prestige, 
and ipso facto status.

The expanding reach of (nominally) impartial and centralized legal, 
judicial, police, and penal institutions that now manage criminal and 
civil conflicts of interest in Britain appears to have partly displaced 
social signaling as a means of conflict management. Although the courts 
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of Late Medieval England primarily served elite interests, there were 
signs even then that some benches were starting to intrude on the medi-
eval CMSS system. Freemen, for instance, were able to bring civil suits 
for trespass, debt, slander, and other delicts. It was many centuries, 
however, before these seeds had matured into the centralized bodies 
that manage conflict today. It was well into the nineteenth century, for 
instance, before a national police force had consolidated the state’s 
monopoly on violence “and made it effective in the greatest cities and 
the smallest villages” (Stone 1965:200).

In the face of these politico-juridical advances, the hold of CMSS on 
conflict management has clearly retreated. No one nowadays expects 
British aristocrats in conflict over, say, access to land or allegations of 
malfeasance, libel, and the like to decide these issues as their ancestors 
did, by force of arms or by who has the larger mansion, hosts the more 
spectacular banquets, and so on. Instead, like everyone else in the 
realm, they go to court. But if social signaling has given ground, there is 
no reason to believe it has disappeared. British law codifies only a small 
proportion of the conflicts of interest that arise in everyday life, leaving 
the remainder to be resolved through other means such as social signal-
ing and the dominance hierarchies they produce.

Many of these unregulated clashes involve the more mundane frus-
trations of getting on in the world: queue jumping, access to a good res-
taurant table, competition for a mate. There are no laws that regulate 
these incidents in the interests of forestalling violence. Instead, the out-
come is commonly swayed by perceptions of status: it comes to seem 
natural that those of high status take precedence in line or receive their 
own lines at the bank, a VIP lounge at the airport, or special treatment 
at the town-council office. The maître d’s exquisite knowledge of status 
decides who gets the table with the best views and most comfortable 
chairs and who the small one by the kitchen. And though the free- 
spirited will sometimes overthrow convention in favor of romance, 
social status continues to influence British mating and marriage pat-
terns (e.g., Henz and Mills 2018). Even when law does regulate conflict 
situations, displays of fighting capacity can still affect the outcome. A 
company’s hulking corporate headquarters, its fleet of corporate planes, 
the exclusive clubs and communities to which its executives belong, and 
other signals of wealth and privilege may deter the ordinary citizen or a 
lesser corporation from pursuing legal claims against it. If claimants do 
go to court, moreover, history shows that judgments are often swayed 
by the socioeconomic status of the plaintive (Vickers 2016).
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Even in contemporary England, then, status competition through 
conspicuous display appears to play a role in naturalizing inequality 
even as it reproduces and enforces it. In the upper echelons, the aristoc-
racy and gentry (who still own over 30 percent of England’s lands 
[Shrubsole 2019]) continue to mount conspicuous entertainments for 
one another: hunts at their country seats, elegantly expensive parties at 
their urban palaces. Their marriages (heavily constrained by relative 
status) are still occasions of ostentatious luxury (O’Connor, this vol-
ume). They still pass before the public in sumptuous vehicles, clothed in 
tastefully luxurious fashion and bejeweled style. The highest born still 
attend the processions of royalty; and, following the noblesse oblige 
customs of their ancestors, they still sponsor fetes and festivals for com-
moners, and charities for the unfortunate. Their rewards are those of 
distinction: a place in the aristocratic pecking order and the rewards of 
deference that help them to get their frictionless way in life.

Toward the other end of the social – scale, the English middle and 
working classes pursue more humble status displays, vying with their 
perceived peers through the quality and/or quantity of a lowlier con-
sumption. It is a reality tellingly satirized in the person of Hyacinth 
Bucket (pronounced “Bouquet!”) from the BBC sitcom Keeping Up 
Appearances. With each episode, Hyacinth struggles to transcend the 
trappings of her lower-class status and relations, only to be brought 
low and her pretensions to middle-class status ridiculed. For the show’s 
middle- and upper-middle-class audience, the comedic pivot is the many 
ways and multiple occasions that Hyacinth is slapped down for failing 
to recognize her position in the status hierarchy. A typical BBC audi-
ence, after all, is reportedly the social stratum after whom the fabled 
Joneses with whom Bucket struggles to keep up was originally named 
(Simmons 1879:83).

As in medieval England, in sum, so in contemporary Britain: CMSS 
and the status hierarchies it produces appear to substitute a naturalized 
inequality for the costs of what would otherwise be unfettered competi-
tion and violent conflict. The difference is that, in modern England, 
CMSS’s reach is in partial retreat. And there is another difference. 
Backed by centralized conflict-management institutions, the state’s 
claim to a monopoly on physical violence has transformed the signal 
that CMSS broadcasts. In Edward’s England, display signaled military 
fighting strength. The King’s fearsome performance in the field and his 
spectacular displays were authentic signals to magnate and commoner 
alike of the military force he could muster should they impede his inter-
ests. In modern England, however, the state’s appropriation of physical 
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force renders the display of fighting strength moot. Instead, it seems, 
display signals nonmilitary strength, the capacity to muster other forms 
of capital than the martial when conflict looms. Today, the system sig-
nals that those who mount inferior displays face nonviolent harm 
rather than the ultimate sanction should they impede high-status inter-
ests – ruinous court costs over trumped-up accusations, for example, or 
stymied access to elite clubs, schools, or economic, political, and social 
positions, all the petty and not so petty tactics that the dominant can 
deploy to frustrate the less powerful from getting on in life.

There is one further way in which contemporary Britain’s structure 
and organization may have altered the CMSS system: it appears to have 
furnished a new way of gaining status. In New Guinea and medieval 
England, we have seen, status (understood as dominance and prestige) 
was achieved through signals of dominance, which in turn recruited 
prestige. In contemporary Britain, it is now possible to gain prestige – 
the regard afforded individuals for valued qualities or behaviors – and 
then deploy the monetary fruits of that prestige to signal dominance 
through display. The likely vehicles of this reversal are the rise of a com-
plex,  market-based division of labor, which has generated a kaleido-
scope of specialized occupations, and an equally striking growth in 
national population and, hence, of markets for these specializations. The 
iconic stars in this novel universe are the authors of aesthetic perfor-
mances and productions that afford others pleasure. Pop groups (Adele, 
Mick Jagger, and the Rolling Stones), actors (Michael Caine, Judy 
Dench), authors (Ian Fleming, J. K. Rowling), comedians (John Cleese, 
Jo Brand), and a host of other entertainers provide their audiences with 
aesthetic benefits and, on account of these prosocial behaviors, accrue 
prestige. More than prestige, however, they also accumulate economic 
capital, on a scale far beyond what was possible in past centuries. This 
capital, in turn, they can transform into conspicuous display – conspicu-
ous entertainments, mansions, competitive philanthropy, and so on – 
thereby securing a privileged place in the dominance hierarchies of 
England.

Status Competition and the Consumption of the World

The theory of status advanced in this chapter requires far more research 
and corroboration before it can be accepted as reliable, but it is never-
theless worth considering what its implications might be for consump-
tion and the challenge that status consumption poses to global 
sustainability. One such implication is that attempts to discourage or 
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suppress status competition in the interests of environmental health 
would not only be difficult but, more important, unwise: status compe-
tition and the CMSS mechanism that undergirds it may be critical to 
the management of conflict in human groups. Even with the growth of 
centralized politico-juridical institutions of conflict management, as in 
contemporary Britain, status hierarchies may still be playing a vital role 
in reducing quotidian frictions that otherwise might escalate into wide-
spread, open hostilities if not physical violence.

If it would be problematic to try and quash status competition, what 
then can be done to bend the curve on status consumption? The evi-
dence from New Guinea and medieval England indicates that the pur-
suit of status through material consumption is not a feature of 
capitalist or consumerist societies alone. Contact-era New Guinea had 
its feasting, prestations of pigs, shells, and other valuables, and tower-
ing cult houses. Medieval England had parallels in its banquets, gifts, 
finery, fortresses, palaces, and cathedrals. If the CMSS argument is cor-
rect, however, then it is also the case that there is nothing about mate-
rial consumption that makes it indispensable to status achievement. 
Any status pursuit capable of faithfully signaling fighting strength or 
the capacity to harm is sufficient, and New Guinea and medieval and 
modern England illustrate that many are far more environmentally 
anodyne than consumption – displays of physical strength, a capacity 
for hard labor, ritual expertise, artistic talent, displays of esoteric 
knowledge, to name just a few.

In the profit-driven market economies of consumerist societies, of 
course, it is unrealistic to suppose that, bar a profound revolutionary 
change, status goods consumption could be replaced wholesale with 
more sustainable status pursuits, at least in time to avert severe envi- 
ronmental harm. Rather than struggling to switch status competition 
away from material consumption, therefore, the more practical strategy 
may be to switch it to more sustainable forms. To take carbon emis-
sions as an example, multiroom mansions that embody masses of 
 carbon-intensive concrete and WallyAce 86 luxury yachts that consume 
thirty gallons of fuel an hour as they cruise the waters are far more 
damaging to the climate than Graff or Tiffany jewelry, Andy Warhol 
prints, or Renoir oils. Indeed, jewelry, artwork, and many other status 
goods effectively function as carbon sinks, tying up wealth that might 
otherwise be spent on more carbon-intensive status pursuits. The chal-
lenge is how to deflect status consumption from high environmental 
impact forms to these sorts of less damaging equivalent.
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Later in this volume, Wilk cannily advocates a campaign of shaming 
the status consumption of the ultra-rich – the converse of affording 
them prestige – for their staggering impact on the world’s resources. It 
is a credible strategy. But if we are to shame status consumption, it 
makes sense to single out its less sustainable forms and ignore or even 
encourage those that are more environmentally friendly or that lock 
wealth away. This strategy, furthermore, can be used to reinforce a sec-
ond: a sustainable luxury tax aimed at channeling status consumption 
into more sustainable forms.

States have often deployed luxury taxes – levies on status goods – to 
raise revenues. Refining this approach to environmentally friendly ends, 
Robert Frank (2010, 2016) has long advocated that a progressive con-
sumption tax would discourage the economic inefficiencies and waste 
that status competition engenders. As with shaming the rich, however, it 
makes more sense to target material consumption according to its sus-
tainability. Under both luxury taxes and a progressive consumption tax, 
perfumes and high-end fashion clothing are taxed heavily even though 
their environmental impacts are far below those of Hummers or private 
planes. In a world facing potential environmental catastrophe, the more 
profitable approach would be to tailor these taxes to encourage con-
sumption of status goods that act as wealth sinks or are otherwise 
environmentally anodyne while deterring those forms more damaging 
to the environment.

A sustainable status consumption tax has some advantages over 
other levies on environmental damage such as a carbon tax. Carbon 
taxes are efficient tools for mitigating climate change (e.g., Nordhaus 
2015), but like any tax they are politically unpopular. The same would 
be true of a sustainable status consumption tax. Like luxury and pro-
gressive consumption taxes, however, the political advantage is that it 
targets the wealthiest sector of society, the sector best able to bear the 
cost, not the whole population.

This is not to deny that a sustainable status tax has its complica-
tions. Whether such a tax should be levied in direct or inverse propor-
tion to the sustainability of a status good is not entirely clear. On the 
one hand, as positional commodities, status goods should in theory 
become more desirable as they become more expensive, suggesting 
counterintuitively that policy should tax sustainable status goods more 
heavily than those that do more environmental harm. On the other, 
income and substitution effects may cause the most expensive goods to 
become less desirable, suggesting the reverse policy is optimal. There is 
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the question, too, of how broadly a particular status commodity or ser-
vice is consumed. An increased luxury tax reflecting the greater carbon 
footprint of the millions of first- and business-class airplane seats sold 
each year would likely be more effective than an equal tax on the hand-
ful of WallyAce 86 yachts built over the same period. Further compli-
cating matters: should a sustainable status tax target just one 
detrimental harm, say, carbon, or multiple harms such as carbon, plas-
tic, and waste volume, not to mention the blood and misery embodied 
in mining precious stones and metals? Notwithstanding the complica-
tions, however, a sustainable status tax could ensure that, as their rock-
ets rise through the atmosphere on a plume of CO2 and black carbon, 
Bezos, Branson, and Musk, along with their space-tourist customers, 
bear a hefty price for bolstering their vanity.
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